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The Ant and the Grasshopper 

He had to do twenty that morning.  

Even that verb, “do.” More precise, perhaps, to say “write,” or “compose” or “create.” But really, he 

just did them. They arrived and needed doing; he received them and did them. 

Like a dishwasher. Dishes arrive and you do them. 

Like a prostitute. Clients arrive and you do them. 

That morning, before noon, it was candles. The Great Missouri Candle Company—a business 

model that had once seemed brilliant to some unknowable, pride-intoxicated entrepreneur—had just 

developed an array of scented room candles, a product that had never needed to exist. His job this 

morning was to name them, and to write a three-hundred-character overview of each product line. 

The assignment had arrived in his shared drive overnight from Bailey, his contract manager at 

ISM—Impact Sales Media, a branding, graphic design and mailing-fulfillment shop responsible for 

eight hundred catalogs a year across two hundred clients. He logged in at 8:30, opened the folder, 

saw that the product photographer had already done mock-ups: images of glass jars filled with 

pastel-colored wax. Four different styles of canister lids and currently-blank labels: a warm beige for 

the older woman, brushed copper for the bath and massage room, red-and-white gingham for the 

patio, black with silver for the bachelor pad/spider’s web. Each of the four product lines contained 

the same five scent blends, a four-by-five matrix of aroma x customer, a grid of twenty cells that 

needed to be filled with appealing and demographically appropriate names. 

Candle bingo. 

He started by doing names for the four product lines: Sad Widow. Half Drunk on Chardonnay and 

Reading a Romance Novel in the Tub. Bug Off! and Hey, Baby, Sit Over Here by Me. He needed this first 

phase of inelegant customer intention to launch his character development, to move toward 

accuracy in names and descriptions.  

He began with Half Drunk, developing that first character in mind. A single woman… no, a single 

mother, thirty-nine years old, working for the past decade as a dermatologist’s office manager, 
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harried and harassed and beleaguered by her eight-year-old daughter Rosie (short for Rosacea) and 

four-year-old son Lee (for Lesion). Once the kids are down, she wants some “me time.” What she 

really wants is someone to be attentive to what she wants, and what she thinks and what her body 

craves; what she really wants is not to pack three more fucking lunch bags in the morning and have 

to worry about that noise the car’s been making; what she really wants is a spa massage at the side of 

a lotus-lined pool at the capable and powerful hands of an Ernesto or an Adriana. But what she’ll 

buy in place of all that is a tin of bubble bath, a jar of scented candle, a bottle of Kendall-Jackson 

(maybe not bothering with the glass), and a copy of Sylvia Day’s latest. Carry it all home in her 

Michael Kors knockoff tote, get the homework done and kids to bed and the dishwasher and 

laundry loaded, make a hot bath, and soak and read until midnight or one. Then, mildly buzzed with 

wine and softness and the alpha billionaire love of Gideon Cross, to masturbate and fall asleep 

before the 6:15 alarm starts it all over again.  

Once he knew who Stephanie was, the warm sandy-toned candle came to him first: Carolina 

Leather. And once that pattern existed (place name evoking relaxation, material name evoking 

nature), it was easy to do the rest. Gulf Coast Sage. Palm Beach Citrus. Ventura Mist. Pacific Dunes. 

And the product line changed from Half Drunk on Chardonnay and Reading a Romance Novel in the Tub 

to The Spa Collection. Capitalized The, to strengthen the beat of Collection, to suggest buying a variety, 

picturing a stone basin surrounded by innumerable candles and peony petals, not a fiberglass Kohler 

tub with a single candle on one ledge and a half-empty KJ on the other. 

Once he’d done five names and the category title, he did the lede. 

This crafted collection is inspired by the casual power of the sea. Exclusive beachside resorts, essential oils, the scents of 

comfort and rejuvenation. Handcrafted to warm the spirit and soothe the body. 

Two hundred and four characters. The catalog layout designer had spec’d three hundred, had a 

rectangle to fill that 204 wouldn’t top off. 

Exclusive beachside resorts have long drawn upon these luxurious scents of comfort and rejuvenation to warm the 

spirits and soothe the body. This handcrafted collection, blended by our herbalists from carefully selected natural 

essences, evokes the casual power and healing rhythms of the sea. 

293. Good. 
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Within ninety minutes, he had converted Sad Widow to The Fine Home Collection (Lake House, Forest 

Lodge, High Desert Retreat, Mountain Chalet, Surfside Cottage). The Bug Off! citronella candles—

they all had citronella, but the other lines didn’t need to talk about it—became The Hospitality 

Collection (Summer Evening, Front Porch Sunset, Garden Gathering, Beachside Blend and Veranda 

Breeze). Hey, Baby, Sit Over Here by Me, the predatory seduction candles designed to cover the smell 

of stale beer, pizza sauce and pot smoke, had eased into The Gentlemen’s Aromas (Velvet Orchid, 

Firewood Musk, Tobacco Honey, Satin Vanilla, and Leather Azalea). 

He filled in his grid, closed the folder. For the afternoon, ISM had sent a catalog for Brookfield and 

Simon home furnishings. Forty names for couches and armchairs. 

Much of his work existed in the same genre as the koan. What is a candle that is not intended for 

light? What is the name of a couch? What does it mean to write words that aren’t language? 

Just do it. 

—|— 

He’d come to a standard rate with ISM, a subcontractor’s agreement invisible to The Great Missouri 

Candle Company and Brookfield and Simon, an unseen pass-through within ISM’s package-price 

contracts. He charged $10 per name, $20 per product descriptor. His morning’s work had made him 

$320. He set himself a baseline of $500 gross income per working day, but usually did closer to 

seven or eight hundred. He worked six days per week, and had taken in nearly $200,000 the prior 

year, netting $130,000. He thought of himself as an ant, relentlessly harvesting dollars for words, 

watching each grain become a pile become a storehouse through his ceaseless labor. Each morning, 

he did a few hundred dollars. Each afternoon, a few hundred more. Each week, thousands. Each 

month, ten or twenty thousand. 

He didn’t need the money, not any more. He had moved to Danby, Vermont because property was 

cheap and the state had offered a $10,000 relocation bounty for remote workers. He’d found a 

house on a gravel road for $180,000, bought his food on Sundays at the Price Chopper and the 

farmstand, drove a six-year-old gray-green Subaru Outback like every other family in Vermont, 

bought his jeans and boots and gloves from Tractor Supply. Aside from the computing and desk he 
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provided himself for work, he had no habits that others would consider extravagances. The money 

was a marker of diligence, not of avarice.  

Not five people in town knew his name. 

Eight years ago, that hadn’t been true. His debut novel had been reviewed in all the right locations, 

from the New Yorker to the Los Angeles Review of Books to n+1, had made the long list but not a 

finalist for the National Book Award, had won several lesser prizes. He’d done a tour of nine 

American cities, plus Toronto, Vancouver, and Edmonton. He’d sat on a couch with Kelly Ripa and 

on a chair next to Seth Meyers, been on an MLA panel with Zadie Smith and Keith Gessen, had 

taught a semester as a writer-in-residence at NYU. His face had been featured on the homepage of 

the Syracuse MFA program as the alumni hero. 

He'd had everything that a writer could have ever aspired to. His $175,000 advance and his contract 

with Vintage. Fame, adulation, several very pleasant nights with book groupies in lovely hotels. Most 

importantly, the experience of walking into a bookstore and seeing a short stack of his hardcover 

novel, its watery green and blue covers rising from the New and Notable table. 

And he’d learned how instantly all of that evaporated, like water droplets on a skillet. Kelly Ripa had 

a new guest on the couch every ten minutes, NYU a different roster of guest faculty each semester. 

The New Yorker reviewed a dozen new books a week, the MLA had six dozen panels a year in its 

rotating cast of host cities, Syracuse had sparkly new graduates to publicize, and Vintage had four 

hundred other new books to sell from the same twice-a-year catalog as his own.  

He kept his royalties statements tacked to the wall above his desk as a reminder of his 

impermanence. During the first three months of the book’s existence in the world, it had sold over 

thirty thousand copies. During the next three months, eight thousand more. During the next three 

months, two thousand, with nine thousand returned by bookstores who recognized that its season 

had passed. For the remainder of its first year of life, it sold another eight hundred, with another 

three thousand returned. The paperback release had been moribund and poorly supported, the 

audiobook had done little, the Italian translation had made him another five thousand dollars in sales 

of rights. At eight percent of list price, his royalty income had been $62,000, never coming close to 

earning out his advance.  
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His editor and his agent had both told him, differently but each with precision and conviction, what 

book he should write next. He had been interested in neither. And he had no characters of his own 

that he was willing to bring to life only to have them die of neglect.  

He had imagined, since childhood, the power of having a book with his name on it. On shelves, in 

libraries. On an end table, in a backpack. And he’d had that, and found how little it had meant, how 

brief its duration. He kept one copy of his book in his small library, tucked in its spinewise ribbon 

between Oates and Offill, and another carton with seven more copies under the bathroom sink. 

That was his legacy to the world of literature. 

He drank for a year, and then was persuaded by a worried grad-school friend to go with him on a 

Buddhist retreat at a monastery in the Catskills. Not a pleasant yoga-and-sunsets retreat, but a boot 

camp of non-attachment, in which he was told that his name did not matter, that his last book and 

his next book did not matter, that his aspirations did not matter. Not only did not matter, but were 

oppressive, were barriers to true living. After his week, he asked if he could stay on, and they offered 

him three months in kessei ango, the “retreat in which the rules are bound.” He agreed, and learned to 

sweep and to rake, learned to cut carrots and firewood, learned to wash floors and dishes. 

He learned to do. Not to hold, not to want, but to do. 

He stayed three more months, into the winter. He learned to shovel and to plow, learned to clean a 

chimney and a hearth, learned to mend boots and coats. He learned to drive a Ford F-350 dualie, 

learned to back up with a trailer, learned to disassemble wheels and brakes. 

Things needed doing. Things were done. 

At the end of six months, he had learned a few larger things as well. He had learned that turning 

words into people was his native task, far more centrally than repairing brake calipers or splitting 

wood. He had learned that he was not Buddhist, that he would always be a visitor in that culture, 

that he had more pride than would be comfortably accepted there. He had learned that it was time 

to leave—though he had no sense of where he should go, he knew that the monastery was not his 

home. And he had learned that he would never return to his former life of aspiration, a life in which 

work was freighted with desire. He had learned to simply do, to be respectful to the work as it arose 

and then to leave it behind for the work that followed. 
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—|— 

He had met Bailey in Seattle at one of his book-tour events. She was a graphic designer who worked 

by contract for Penguin Random House, the parent company of Vintage, and she’d done the cover 

for his book. She’d read it, as part of developing the vocabulary for its graphic language, and after 

his talk and his Q&A and his restaurant dinner with the owners of the bookstore who’d hosted his 

event, the two of them had stayed behind at the restaurant bar and talked for hours about the magic 

of translation between image and language. He saw landscapes and made sentences; she read 

paragraphs and made form and color. They’d moved from the bar to his hotel room, and spent two 

mutually pleasing days together before he was off to his next event in Oakland. 

He'd forgotten about her, more or less, until his agent called a couple of years later and reported that 

Bailey was trying to reach him. He had maintained no web presence after his months in the 

monastery, did not participate in social media, had essentially vanished from public visibility. His 

agent was one of only a handful of people who had an email or a phone number or an address for 

him—his mother, his sister, his agent. The town treasurer for his property tax bills, his health 

insurance company. He didn’t even have a Price Chopper loyalty card. He had become an 

indeterminate part of the world, like snow and dishes and firewood, of no further note. 

He called Bailey, though, remembering her once again with some fondness. One of the smarter and 

more interesting people he’d run into on his tour. The small talk lasted for not even thirty seconds 

before she made her pitch. She’d started a catalog shop and needed someone who could turn 

candles into people, could turn couches into love stories, could turn mustard into family gatherings. 

At that point, she was just underway, doing three or four catalogs a year for three vendors. But she 

saw the empire spreading out before her, and believed that he was part of it. She had made eight 

hundred dollars for a week’s work on his book cover; she imagined that she could make that much 

in one day in catalogs. 

It had turned out she’d underestimated by a substantial margin. And his microscopic stories had 

been a crucial part of her success. They were both agnostic as to the content of their work, and 

under no illusions as to the permanence or importance of their work. But they took care with their 

work during the exact moments they were doing it, neither before nor after.  

—|— 
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He had finished doing twenty-six chairs and fourteen couches. The leather chairs, heavy traditional 

club chairs, had become rural Scottish town names. The Ballater. The Kirriemuir. The Ardmair. The 

couches that had the same arm shapes as the chairs kept the same names, with the word “Long” 

appended. The Ardmair Long. The Kirkhill Long. 

He’d uploaded his product names, and his lede for the Highland Club furniture line, by four o’clock, 

another $430 to add to his morning. He filled in the itemization on his invoicing spreadsheet, was 

about to close the computer for the day and cut himself an apple, when he saw the small alert badge 

at the bottom right of the screen, a yellow circle with the red numeral 1 within it. His mother, his 

sister, or Bailey were the only options, and Bailey accounted for eight or ten of his dozen emails a 

week. Probably a schedule change. 

Bailey, indeed. But a one-word subject line: Denver. He didn’t remember having used Rocky 

Mountain place names for anything. He clicked on it. 

I’ve never been to Denver. Have you? Come next week if you want. Bailey 

At once, with fourteen words, his loneliness was no longer contained and invisible. It had instantly 

become unified with the vast atmosphere of loneliness, fully encompassing, omnipresent. It felt like 

a shattered Christmas ornament, the perfectly formed glass shell collapsing to reveal the void within 

to be the same as the void outside. 

He was living in a hundred-year-old knocktogether cabin in the forest outside Danby, Vermont, 

looking up Scottish place names on Google Maps to subliminally reinforce the purchase of a leather 

chair indistinguishable from the tens of thousands of other leather chairs available this year. He was 

writing copy for catalogs that mostly went into the recycling without notice… just as his novel had 

mostly gone into used bookstores and library book sales without notice. How many people had read 

his novel twice? How many had kept it, how many had passed it along to a friend, how many had 

forgotten it entirely? 

He read the message again. He had not considered Bailey’s circumstances before, but they must 

have been something like his own. Another ant, piling one scrap after another into a storehouse in 

preparation for some unknowable winter to come. Or just from habit, or nature. 

He wrote back, matching her 14 words.  
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I’ve been to Boulder once. Ate at River and Woods. I’ll make a reservation. 

She wrote back about twenty minutes later. 

We’re in The Crawford. Bring your favorite book. Be prepared to tell me why. 

—|— 

He got off the A-Line across from The Crawford Hotel, reconstructed within what had once been 

Denver’s Union Station railway terminal. After years of rural living, alone in a two-bedroom cabin, 

he felt as though he was entering an entirely different nation at an entirely different point in history. 

The lobby soared forty feet above his head, hundreds of people bustled through the space, the 

illumination evoked drama and attentiveness rather than the uniform efficiency of a Price Chopper. 

The plasterwork bordering the towering, arched windows was deeply recessed, a pattern reminiscent 

of Frank Lloyd Wright’s famous hollyhocks. The furniture, the glassware, the signage—nothing 

about this space was good enough, it was all just exactly right.  

And no one would ever know the name of the plasterer, or the upholsterer, or the neon bender, or 

even the bartender who would make hundreds of drinks for hundreds of patrons on her shift 

tonight and then come back to do it all again tomorrow. This was ant work purely in the service of 

pleasure, and he was pleased to be in its center.  

He went to the leftmost end of the bar, as they’d agreed upon. He was about twenty minutes early, 

Bailey would find him when she arrived. The bartender came to him, wearing her professional smile 

of professional greeting. It felt to him that she’d been doing this for a long time, her hospitality 

seemed well-tailored. “Good afternoon. What can I get for you?” 

He’d never been much of a drinker. Even the year that he was drunk, it had all been vodka and 

ginger ale. With lime juice, that would have been called a Moscow Mule, but as he had consumed it, 

it was simply Despair.  

He said to her, “Make me the drink you’re proudest of.” And he saw the imperceptible change in 

her smile, her eyes engaging ever so slightly, the tiniest extra lift of one side of her upper lip, moving 

from her work smile to a real face, pleased to be alive in the moment. She didn’t answer, but turned 

from him to the back bar, lifted three bottles, poured from each into her measuring flask—not a 
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solid jigger to be brimmed off but a small laboratory glass with measurement marks. She poured 

each after the other into a mixing glass, added ice, stirred with a long silver bar spoon, strained it all 

into a coupe. She laid a cocktail napkin on the bar, not squared to him but diagonal, a diamond, and 

placed the drink onto its center. “Kentucky Serpent Handler,” she said as she presented it to him. 

He thanked her, lifted his glass, the liquid an ever-so-lightly-green amber, and took a sip. A full 

spectrum of experiences passed sequentially through his mouth. Bitter burnt wood, sweetness, floral 

herbs, ginger, the burn at the back of his throat. The aftertaste almost more spatial than flavored, his 

tongue feeling ever so slightly wider and fuller than before.  

“That’s fantastic. Your own creation?” 

“Sort of. It’s a takeoff on a drink called the Diamondback, I swapped out a couple of things, went 

with bourbon instead of rye, but kept the snake idea. I grew up in the mountains, knew some snake 

handlers.” She grinned broadly. “If it don’t bite you, then you’re filled with the Spirit. If you die, 

well, that’s God’s will.” She turned from him to clean up and attend to others. 

Exactly this. This ninety seconds was the reason to be alive. Human with human, craft and care, no 

need for anything to endure, simply to be at its very fullest expression. This was the experience that 

the monastery had hinted at but never quite fulfilled, because of its own underlying anger. Like the 

snake handlers, the monks had insisted that everyone live within misery, but that to name it misery 

signaled one’s own weakness and impurity.  

What was to be rejected was permanence, not pleasure. One could be as attentive to joy as to 

chores. He sipped at his drink, half a thimbleful, had the full array of experience all over again. 

Bailey arrived at his shoulder, and he was filled with gratitude. “This was a good idea,” he said, 

lifting his glass to her. 

—|— 

They sat cross-legged on the king-size bed, side by side, both still naked after their evening’s 

reunion.  

In response to her challenge to bring his favorite book, he’d asked her to bring the drawing or 

painting that meant the most to her. She unzipped a big, handled folio and spread a poster-sized 
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illustration across from them on the other side of the bed, frisbeeing the folio past him and onto the 

floor. “I had this over the head of my bed when I was little,” she said. “I just loved it so much, every 

part of it was magic. Every fairy tale anybody had ever told, wrapped into one landscape.”  

He let himself fall into that image, the impossible islands and mountains and sea. The turbaned boy 

on the magic carpet. Humpty Dumpty on his precarious wall. The green mountaintop city of Oz. Bo 

Peep’s flock, grazing on a meadow. Mermaids and dragons, Jack’s beanstalk and Miss Muffet’s 

spider, a cow over the moon, three bears of ascending size returning home after their day’s 

excursion. A hundred stories all inhabiting the same landscape, both wild and comforting at the 

same moment.  

She pointed to the bottom, the flowing festival ribbon with the title printed across it, The Land of 

Make Believe, its typography vaguely Arthurian. Below that ribbon, in simpler draftsman’s lettering: 

Published by Jaro Hess • Grand Rapids Michigan. “That part was important, too,” she said. “The 

idea that somebody made that picture, that it wasn’t just a thing that existed in the world. That some 

guy nobody ever heard of, Jaroslav Hess, drew every line, picked every color, decided where to put 

the haystack that Little Boy Blue fell asleep on. That’s what convinced me who I was, back when I 

was still in first or second grade.” She leaned back on her hands, looked around the room. “That 

wallpaper, bad as it is, was designed. That lampshade, the upholstery of the chairs, this bedspread. 

The wrapper on the soap, the label on the lotion, the pattern on your shirt. All of it, every visual 

thing in the world, somebody thought seriously about how it should look, and the meaning those 

patterns might have.” 

“It’s beautiful,” he said, still folded forward and peering down at the poster, its corners thumbtack-

pierced, five or six holes in each ragged corner. “It’s obviously a children’s illustration, like a 

storybook, but I don’t know what it is about it that makes me say that. What’s the language that 

tracks that way?” 

She traced a tiny cottage near her knee with her finger. “Everything is outlined, more or less at the 

same line weight. So it’s like the world’s most sophisticated coloring book. And the colors are all 

solid, lots of primaries, there’s no gradients. Everything you read as shadow and depth is just more 

black linework, stippling over the top of a flat color. That’s super traditional for American kids’ 

books, back to the late 19th century. Juice it up a little in the 20th century and you get comic books, 
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same vocabulary. Cheap to print, so it’s affordable for families to give their kids. And it’s only a few 

steps in technique beyond what kids could do anyway, so it feels approachable.”  

He sat up, leaving the detail behind for the whole. “So you know his real name is Jaroslav, not Jaro. 

What else do you know about him?” 

“He painted a lot, but he never sold much of it. He made his living as a garden designer and owned 

a nursery. He was a terrible liar, claimed that his paintings were shown at the 1933 Chicago 

exhibition, claimed that his breeding of delphiniums got him an honorary fellowship in the London 

Horticultural Society. He told people he was from Vienna, or from Prague, that he’d been in the 

French Foreign Legion, that he had a college degree in engineering. He was pretty shitty to his wife, 

she divorced him.” 

So much brilliant work in the world, he thought, spoiled by the need to be important. If we could let that go, how 

pleased we could be. 

—|— 

“I’m not going to be able to walk next week,” he said, once he could talk again. 

“Who cares? You don’t need to walk to name light fixtures, anyway.” She smiled down at him, still 

breathing heavily. Her sweaty hair hung across her face. “And you’ll remember why your back and 

legs are sore, that’ll be nice.” 

“I’m grateful for your creativity. On all fronts.” 

“You’re pretty good yourself.” She rolled off him onto her side. “This is more of a workout than I 

usually get, too.” 

“You get to work out much?” 

“Yeah, forget that I said that.” She looked at him squarely. “You, me, here, now.” 

He tried to not be competitive. Tried really hard. “I’m thinking for the light fixtures, I’ll go back to 

my high school yearbook, pick all the girls’ names. The Carmen, the Tonia, the Veronica…” 

She laughed, and put on a flat, back-of-the-palate voice. “The Peg, the Barb…” 
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“No, those are the coat hooks, not the lamps,” he said. He put his hands behind his head, looked up 

at the ceiling. “So I need thirty seconds, and then I’ll let it go.” 

He felt her go onto her back as well. Neither of them wanted to look at each other right at that 

moment. “Okay.” 

“Partner?” 

“Boyfriend, sort of. Originally put up the capital for us to staff up. I bought him out three years 

ago.” 

“Okay. If the business side’s done, what’s left?” 

“Habit, I guess. Don’t feel like moving out. And he’s funny, and good looking, and he’s good in bed 

whenever he’s in town, which is like a week every two months.” She went silent for a second. Then 

said, “It’s easy. He’s easy.”  

Like Danby. Like catalogs.  

“Does he know we’re here?” 

“Yeah. He fucks people when he travels, so he doesn’t care. We aren’t exclusive.” 

“What does he like about you?” 

That stopped her.  

“That’s my last question, so you can’t use silence to burn up your thirty seconds.”  

She laughed at that. “I don’t know. You’re the one who makes up stories, you tell me.” 

He thought a little. Just like a catalog, write the character. “He likes that you’re determined, that you’re 

relentless. That you’re disciplined and systematic. He likes that you’re pretty, he likes that you like 

him.” How to frame this last? The category lede? “He likes that there’s at least one thing in his life he 

doesn’t have to work too hard at.” 
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She rolled up onto her side, put an arm across his chest and a leg across his hips, her head nestled 

into his neck. Said quietly, “I loved your book, you know. Because you do things like that. Because 

you take some fragment of truth and wrap whole people around them, and they stay true.”  

“Can I add one more character detail?” 

“Don’t know. Will it hurt?” 

“Maybe.” He thought. “No, probably not. It’s just true.” 

“Okay.” 

“You’ve never shown him The Land of Make Believe.” 

She scrunched up even tighter against him. “I’m not going to leave him. Not now, anyway.” 

“Not asking you to. Just telling you what I know.” 

—|— 

The next morning at breakfast, he pulled out his own treasure. A beaten, cracked Bantam paperback, 

original cover price $1.95. Nero Wolfe: The Golden Spiders, by Rex Stout. “This is how you know that I 

trust you,” he said. “I never even once talked about Rex Stout at Syracuse. They’d have made me 

turn in my ID card.” 

“Yeah, I think that Jaro Hess wouldn’t have gone over too well at RISD, either. So tell me about it.” 

“He wrote thirty-seven Wolfe novels in about forty years. They’re all the same, and they’re all 

brilliant. Nero Wolfe is the private detective who solves the murders, but he’s a giant, fat 

agoraphobic who never leaves the house. Archie Goodwin does whatever needs doing, from filing 

orchid germination reports…” 

“What?” 

“Yeah, Wolfe’s an international expert on orchids, has ten thousand of them in a rooftop 

greenhouse, along with a permanent gardener, Theodore Horstmann. He spends every day from 9 

to 11 and then from 4 to 6 with Theodore and the orchids, even if someone’s dead on the doorstep. 
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Anyway, Archie does all the field detective work: trailing people, searching apartments, punching 

someone out whenever he needs to. But really, the plots and the murders and all that don’t matter, I 

never remember who did what when I come back and re-read one a couple of years later. The whole 

point of the book is these complicated relationships, narrated by Archie, first person. He and Wolfe 

are like an old married couple, they love each other more than they’d ever admit to anybody, and 

they get on one another’s very final nerves every day. There’s this whole cast of repeating characters, 

Inspector Cramer and their chef Fritz Brenner and Sergeant Stebbins the dopey beat cop, but the 

reason every one of these books exists is Archie and Wolfe’s bromance, and the ways that they make 

each other smarter. They’re like Holmes and Watson, but about ten times better, and funny as hell.” 

She turned the book in her hands, read the abbreviated back-cover summary. Looked at the five-

inch by seven-inch portrait of Wolfe at table, a beautifully painted and anonymous work as rich as a 

Dutch Masters family scene. The wine glass and discarded napkin on the table behind him, the half-

peeled lemon, the fired-crockery tankard, the lobster. Wolfe himself, the slumping mountain of his 

seated body wrapped in a fine suit, its fabric straining mildly under the demands of tension and 

friction, a single orchid blossom in his hand, scowling at the viewer in his annoyance at having to be 

regarded.  

“I hate curators,” she said finally. 

“Okay, you can elaborate a little bit.”  

“I mean, for three years, I had to pretend so hard to care about the current art heroes. We were all 

one-upping each other every day, dropping some article we’d come across in ArtForum, name-

checking whatever the current shows were at Mass MoCA or SFMOMA. I don’t think a single one 

of us ever painted or drew something just because it was fun and pretty and made people happy. We 

had one visiting faculty member, we used to sit in the back of the gallery with a flask during other 

courses’ reviews, and have a drinking game every time she blasted some student’s painting as being 

‘workmanlike.’ That was, like, the very worst possible thing she could ever say about you, that your 

painting was capable and well-crafted but wasn’t… oh fuck, what did she say? That it ‘wasn’t 

adequately anchored in concept.’ That it ‘doesn’t forward the discipline.’ ”   

“Do I have to order a drink now?” 
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She laughed. “Nobody has a fucking clue what art is. A bunch of hipsters whining about how some 

band used to be good before they sold out, and then mansplaining why Bon Iver is so profound, 

man.” She looked back at the Wolfe portrait again. “I mean, fucking look at this painting. It may not 

be adequately anchored in concept, but it’s fucking workmanlike! Whoever did this had just 

extraordinary talent, real in-the-hands and in-the-eyes capability. And you just know that he carted 

his paintings all over creation, trying to get into galleries and shows and exhibitions, passed over by 

all the important people in the 1950s who couldn’t see past Rothko and Chagall.”  

“Change the dates, and I’ll bet that’s your autobiography…” 

“You are good.” She placed the book gently onto the table, an act of reverence that wouldn’t have 

seemed appropriate for a decades-old paperback. “Art exists for people to talk about. But paintings 

just exist, and the people who see them like them or don’t. It’s not up to the paintings whether 

people talk about them or not. None of us have any control over that. That’s someone else’s job.”  

—|— 

Two more days passed, days in which they ate and drank and talked and fucked with equal care, 

equal attention to each exact moment they inhabited together. But then the time arrived when they 

both had to pack the few things they’d brought, call their different Ubers at different times, take 

their different flights to different destinations. 

He watched her fold her shirts. She hadn’t worn many of them, had been nude half the time and 

pulled the same clothes back on again the rest of the time. His suitcase had reassembled even faster, 

since he hadn’t taken his unused clothes out at all. He tucked Nero Wolfe back into an inner pocket 

from which he came.   

“Will we do this again?” 

She didn’t look at him. “We can’t do it again. You can never step into the same river twice, right? 

But if you’re asking whether I’d like to spend more time with you in one place… yes. Yes, I would.” 

“Part of me wants to plan it out now, like put a date and a location in the calendar for three months 

from now. And part of me wants to say that we’ll just do it whenever we both need it.” 

She zipped her bag closed. “What happens if one of us needs it when the other one doesn’t?” 
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“Then we have to figure out how to be grown-ups about it. As long as I know that you do want to 

do it again, then if you don’t go for one particular iteration, I’ll know it’s not about me.” 

“I think I’ll go for pretty much any iteration you ask for. You iterate really, really well. I’m well and 

fully iterated.” 

He laughed at that. “Really, though, imagine what it would be like if we lived together every day. 

We’d start to ignore each other. We’d start to predict what each other would do instead of just 

waiting for it and being present for it. We’d stop paying attention. We’d be easy.” 

She looked directly at him then. “I couldn’t bear that. I could never forgive myself for making you 

easy. Like domesticating an animal. I already have, with ISM, I know that. But I need to know that 

it’s possible to stay wild. Maybe to be wild, too. I’m ready to go back into the wilderness, at least a 

little.” 

“Make me a promise?” 

“Sure.” 

“Paint something that matters to you.” 

“Okay. Write something that matters to you.” 

“Okay.” He got out his phone. “I bought myself something yesterday.” Scrolled his email to the 

order confirmation, passed it to her. 

She smiled. “Get it framed and hang it over the head of your bed. It’ll do wonders for your 

creativity.” 
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